Bay Area Manufacturing at a glance

1. The Bay Area region employs more than 340,000 manufacturing workers, 10% of the local workforce.

2. More than 7,500 manufacturing companies operate in the Bay Area.

3. Creates high-paying jobs & economic diversity. Manufacturing-related salaries in the Bay Area are reported up to $150,000 per year.

4. Supports different industry sectors. $1.00 spent in manufacturing adds $1.81 to the economy.

Top 3 sectors by employment:

1. Food & beverage
2. Computers, electronics & semiconductor
3. Medical device

What are the most pressing challenges that city governments see manufacturers facing?

- Cost of real estate / physical space: 92%
- Appropriateness of real estate / physical space to needs: 48%
- Lack of a trained workforce: 44%

Silicon Valley Industrial Real Estate Snapshot

- 81M SF total inventory
- 7M+ SF LOSS since 2000
- 2.7% total vacancy
- +75.85% Rent (NNN)
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